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Introductions

► GREETINGS…

► SUST.250 

► We Are Elijah, Gio, Peter and 
Marcus and we are doing a waste 
audit where we’ve chosen to peek 
at the waste flow and things such 
as separation/organization, and if 
there had been any possible 
improvements since the 
implementation of the compost 
bins.



Explanation/ 
What is an audit

►For our project we decided to choose 
waste/recycling/compost as our topic.

►Going forward we decided to use the 
dining center as our research area due to 
ease of access, high traffic, and a main 
waste area.

► Also do a check up on the waste system 
due to composting have had roughly 3 
years to integrate into Roosevelt life.

►Organizing, separating, 
cataloging/weighing, and proper 
reorganizing was a major part of the 
process that help to get more solid data. 



goals

►What had changed? Was it noticeable enough 
for people to find? Was the compost see much 
use?

►We got inspiration to do this from see 
examples from previous years however was at a 
time when the compost bins were in its very 
early stages that actually recorded waste from 
certain floors in which they recorded the data 
over a small period.

►To find out what really happens behind the 
mystery bag.



Planning and 
action
►For the planning process we had 
went through a few different ideas 
on what we wanted to do which was 
one of the biggest hurdles because 
even though we originally included 
electrical waste as well, however 
gaing gaing access and data was an 
issue.
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Pre audit
► Pre-sort data that shows the labeled 

waste bags and how much they had 
weighed.

► Before hand we had a brief talk on 
what we thought we were 

► we had assumed that things would be 
fairly seperated, but not great.

► the trash weighed the most at 13lbs

► recycling and compost being the 
lightest at 1.54lbs and 2.56lbs

► showed a clear sign of that day the 
waste disposal.



inspiration

►As briefly touched on we had seen 
examples from student's years prior 

►one was an older waste team that 
had chosen two different floors and 
recorded the waste from what was 
in the different bags initially and 
then after they sorted it they had 
been able to collect a substantial 
amount of data that showed waste 
flow and distribution. 



What actually 
happened.
►Having said everything previously, we have 
actually found an alarming amount of 
compostable materials in the actual designated 
trash and very little to none in the designated 
compost bags.

►In which we had the amazing and fun 
experience of sorting through by hand 
separating each bags waste contents into 
sections as shown the in the photo.



Discoveries and 
new knowledge

►We made a concerning discovery in which it 
was that majority of the waste in the trash was 
compostable; nearly 10 pounds or slightly more 
all together, most of which was food thrown 
away.

►Lack of proper labeling was an issue for many 
of the plastic products found because we simply 
did not know if some were recyclable due to 
lack of numbers that indicates the type of 
plastic (letting you know if it can or cant be, on 
top of what kind of plastic it is. 



Garbage detail

►Post sort Data found roughly 10lbs 
in compostable waste, 1.29 lbs of 
recyclables, with a few pounds of 
landfill destined waste.
►Blue is the total weight of the bags
►Red is the prcentage of weight that 
is recyclable 
►Green is the percentage that is 
compost able



End of the search
After we had properly separated, recorded, 
organized and was going to properly dispose 
of everything we had made a more startling 
and slightly unnerving discovery in the 
disposal area for the school (this one we 
used) had little to no labeling for anything 
except for two that recycling taped on; we 
also didn’t know what can were trash, 
recycling and the only reason there was a bin 
for compost was because our professor had 
used it in prior experiences.



What could have been 
done?
►we have discovered that extra trash bin set around 
our cafe were prompting busy people to throw their 
waste in these extra bins instead of the labeled pins 
per each consommation displayed, 
►to solve this we think it would be a good idea to 
take away all extra trash cans and just have 2 main 
trash bin locations with proper labeling  
► reusable plates cups and silverware


